
Chapter 171:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
ENOUGH CARDS
Passing by the three teams, the 22 team left the camp, went down the mountain and
headed to the forest.

The sky at the moment has dimmed, the endless mountains at night are more dangerous
than those in the daytime, and the people in Lu Yuan are more vigilant.

Tang Ji was still investigating the environment around the team as usual.

Soon, they went into the forest more than ten kilometers.

The team slowly observed the surroundings to determine the direction of the fierce
beast's action. If it encounters a strong breath, it will check with breath.

At this moment, Lu Yuan's complexion changed, and the white light flashed all over
his body, as he stepped on the ground, his body disappeared in place.

On the branch on the left side of the team, Tang Ji's body was squatting, with a
cautious look on his ordinary face, his eyes scanned the surroundings.

As he scanned the surroundings, a pitch-black giant python slowly approached behind
him, and his blood-red eyes flashed with scarlet light.

When the pitch-black giant python was approaching the branch of a giant tree behind
Tang Ji, her body was suddenly tense, and it shot towards Tang Ji, opened its mouth in
the blood basin, and wanted to swallow Tang Ji.

At this moment, a white light flashed, and Lu Yuan's body appeared on Tang Ji's
branch.

The epee in his hand swept across with sharp sword light, and the giant python in the
air could not avoid it.

Its body fell heavily, making a muffled noise on the ground, and its huge body twisted
and roared.
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Only then did Tang Ji react.

He turned his head abruptly and looked at the giant python on the ground, with cold
sweat from behind.

"This giant python can hide its breath?! I have no sense at all!"

His eyes were full of horror.

Other people also reacted at this moment and approached one after another.

After seeing the giant pythons on the ground, their faces changed.

Lu Yuan and Tang Ji landed on the tree. The python's injuries were so severe that the
entire body was almost cut off, and the roaring and twisting movements gradually
stopped.

Tang Ji looked at Lu Yuan with gratitude:

"Ayuan, thank you very much, otherwise, I'm afraid I'm already dead."

"Brother Tang Ji is polite, we are comrades-in-arms, my perception ability is pretty
good, otherwise, I'm afraid I won't have time to save you."

Looking at Lu Yuan, the others looked a little weird.

Lu Yuan's strength is powerful and his defense is amazing, they all know it.

Is the perception ability strong now?

Yang Qiu's face is weird:

"Are you an almighty fighter?! How do you feel that you are strong in everything?"

Lu Yuan was taken aback, then smiled and said:

"Neither, I actually have the strongest defense, after all, it's the Guardian system. The
others are just average."

other people:"…"



They think that Lu Yuan's words are strong, which may be a bit different from what

they think.

At this time, the giant python on the ground was dead, everyone walked over, and after
checking, Grote frowned:

"This seems to be a nether python. It is very rare in the endless mountains. It has a
strong ability to hide its breath. It seems to be only outside the defense line."

Hearing this, everyone's expressions changed.

"Does that mean that the beasts outside the defense line have already arrived in this
area?!"

Yang Qiu couldn't help but exclaimed.

"I don't know how many fierce beasts are blocked in front, how many come here?"

Ding Wen's face was condensed.

Grote also looked serious:

"Since there are already fierce beasts outside the defense line here, it means that we
may encounter a group of fierce beasts that we have missed at any time, or even a small
wave of beasts. We must be psychologically prepared."

Everyone nodded.

At this moment, Grote's face changed slightly and he took out the communicator.

The red light flashes on the communicator.

Grot took a look, his pupils shrank:

"It's a distress signal, 40 kilometers southwest, team 1 has encountered a beast group,
and there may be a tide of beasts behind."

"40 kilometers southwest? There should be a defensive area close to 306, right? Did

you go there?"



"Captain, are we going there?"

Everyone looked at Grote.

Grot thought about it, and was about to speak, when he suddenly saw the news from the

communicator, he said:

"No, there are 45 teams and 66 teams near team 1. They are close, they have already
rushed past, let's continue to investigate the nearby area."

Everyone nodded.

After this attack, when Tang Ji was investigating, he was closer to the team.

This is to facilitate their rescue.

Although Lu Yuan's ability to perceive is very strong, if he is too far away, even if he
perceives it, he may not be able to rush to rescue him.

Time passed, late at night.

Several people in Lu Yuan killed two sneaky Daredevil dogs, and Grote opened his
mouth and said:

"Let's rest first and restore spiritual power."

Everyone nodded, sat down cross-legged, and began to recover and consumed a lot of
spiritual energy.

Lu Yuan also sat down cross-legged in a similar manner, looking like he was regaining
his spiritual power, but in fact his spiritual power was always full.

Not long after the few people had been resting, suddenly everyone's eyes widened, and
a look of horror appeared in their eyes.

Everyone jumped from the ground.

Yang Qiu's face changed drastically: "This breath... a lot!"



Grote frowned and looked in the direction of the movement of the breath: "Is it a beast
wave?!"

"With so many auras in one piece, it is impossible to perceive how many fierce beasts

there are, Captain, what shall we do?"

Lu Yuan looked at the breath in the distance, his face also changed slightly.

His perception ability is very strong, he can perceive the aura in that direction as vast as
the sea, one can imagine how many fierce beasts there are.

Grote raised his brows and said:

"Detecting the direction of the beast tide is originally the responsibility of our scout
team, what should we do? Of course it has to go. But you must pay attention to safety
in the past."

Everyone nodded, their faces solemn.

So many fierce beasts, if they were found, they would be finished.

"All of them converge their breath, use the charm."

Grote ordered.

He took out a gray charm and used it.

After using it, Grote's breath has become much weaker, and if you don't see it with
your eyes, you can hardly feel it.

Several people in Lu Yuan also took out the charms and used them.

This is a treasure that the military district issued to them.

Because it is very precious, there is only one for each person, and you have to report it
before you can get another one.

After a few people used the breath-trapping charms, they quietly followed in the
direction where the breath came from.



The movement of the beast tide wasn't too fast, and Lu Yuan's people soon approached
the direction where the breath came from.

As they approached, they heard a series of roars and low roars, and the ground shook
slightly under the running of the beast.

A few people tried each other, and Grot made a gesture, went up to a canopy, and
slowly touched it.

Then, through the dim starlight, they saw a dense crowd of fierce beasts running by not

far away.

There are all kinds of fierce beasts, such as the Black Scale Demon Wolf, Night Demon
Dog, Black Sabre and so on.

The auras of these fierce beasts were all Tier 2 and Tier 3, so Lu Yuan was somewhat
thankful that he didn't feel the aura of Tier 4.

Lu Yuan's gaze swept across the neighborhood, and Grote's faces were solemn, staring
at the beast tide.

Grot made a gesture. They moved a little away from the beast tide before Grot spoke:

"About two thousand fierce beasts, most of them are Tier 3 fierce beasts. Looking at
their moving direction, they will be staggered with our 256 camp, but if they go
straight, they should encounter 219 camp."

"Captain, what shall we do?"

Grot pondered and said, "Although there are a lot of these small beasts, they are not too
strong. You can notify the vanguard to annihilate them. Our camp can eat them."

Hearing this, the eyes of several people lit up and they showed a hint of smile.

"The captain, what are you doing in a daze! Hurry up and let me know!"

Yang Qiu urged.



During the period of the beast tide, it is a great military achievement to destroy the
small beast tide. As the scout squad of discovery, they can naturally also get a lot of
military merit.

Lu Yuan's eyes sparkled even more. Wasn't he here just for military merit?

Although the previous patrol mission also had military merits, it was definitely not as
good as finding and monitoring the movements of the beasts.

What's more, after the vanguard arrives, he can also take action to annihilate the beast.

Grot grinned, "I'll inform now."

Just when a few people were communicating, in the tide of fierce beasts, a dog-like
fierce beast with dark red fur, unihorn and two weird black tentacles suddenly stopped
and turned to look at Lu Yuanji. The direction of the person.

Its two black tentacles shook slightly, and then the blood-red eyes flashed with cold
killing intent, and it roared with anger.

Under the roar of this fierce canine beast, other fierce beasts also roared one after
another.

Afterwards, the canine fierce beast led a group of fierce beasts, changed direction, and
rushed in the direction of the people of Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan, who was notifying the vanguard, felt it as soon as the animal tide changed its
direction.

Their faces changed drastically.

"What's the matter?! The direction of action of this beast wave has changed! It's
coming to our side!"

Grote broke off immediately:

"Don't be on the line of action of the beast tide, don't conflict head-on. There is an
effect of restraining interest, and we shouldn't be discovered."

Several people moved in the direction away from the animal tide.



However, a few of them just moved, and the beast wave also moved again.

Yang Qiu's expression froze suddenly:

"Damn it! Did those beasts find us?!"

"It shouldn't be, we obviously used the curse of interest."

Everyone was shaking in their hearts, but they didn't dare to stop at all. The fierce beast
was behind them, and when they stopped, they were swallowed.

At this moment, Lu Yuan and the people felt that many fierce beasts had escaped from
the animal tide, and they rushed towards Lu Yuan and the people at an accelerated rate.

The faces of several people changed drastically.

Grote opened his mouth and said, "Drink the speed potion!"

Everyone drank the speed potion, only to find that they had been quickly approached by
the fierce beast.

"So fast, what should I do?! We can't run!"

Ding Wen looked behind him, his face paled.

At this rate, they will be caught up in less than ten seconds.

At this moment, Lu Yuan took out a cyan charm, poured his spiritual power, and used
the charm.

A clear breeze blew past, enveloping the bodies of several people in Lu Yuan.

Afterwards, their speed skyrocketed, and for Ding Wen and other second-tier
boss-level genetic warriors, it nearly doubled.

Everyone's eyes widened, with a look of astonishment.

They turned to look at Lu Yuan.

Grote opened his mouth and said:



"A Yuan, where did this spell come from? This is so effective."

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "It's not bad, you guys should know that I had a bit of gains

at the El Mechanical Ruins, so I have something."

Just kidding, this is a second-tier lord-level group acceleration spell, and the effect is
naturally good.

Everyone nodded.

At this moment, their speed can barely match those fierce beasts.

At this speed, as long as they continue to run, they can run back to the camp.

The fierce beasts behind them also felt the speed increase of Lu Yuan and the others.

They roared one after another, their spiritual power surged, and their speed increased a
lot again.

Feeling the strong breath that continues to continue behind him again, the people who
originally relaxed slightly, at this moment, their hearts are lifted up again.

"Those beasts! It's almost lingering."

Yang Qiu's face was ugly, and he let out a low growl.

At this moment, Lu Yuan passed by a cliff and saw a cave.

Lu Yuan's eyes lit up and he said:

"Hide in the cave."

Hearing what Lu Yuan said, Grote and the others rushed to the cave. Although they
didn't know Lu Yuan's plan, they still chose to believe in Lu Yuan.

After everyone entered the cave, Lu Yuan blocked the door, and his epee crossed, just
to block the entrance of the cave.

To be honest, if only Lu Yuan is alone, he can run away at any time, but he will
definitely not give up his teammates.



He also couldn't take his teammates to run with him. As long as his teammates were
hiding in the cave, he could completely let go of his hands and fight.

Grot and the others didn't know Lu Yuan's thoughts.

When they saw Lu Yuan blocking the entrance of the cave, their expressions changed
drastically, and their faces were full of consternation.

Grote looked ugly and said:

"A Yuan! What do you want to do?!"

Lu Yuan turned his head and grinned: "Captain, you should have notified the vanguard?
I will block the beasts at the entrance of the cave, and it will be fine when the vanguard
arrives."

"What?! If you want to block it, I should block it! You are the arrogant of the genius
camp! If you die here, it will be a loss to the empire, it is better to die here!"

When Grot heard this, he stopped doing it immediately, and walked towards Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan was speechless and rolled his eyes:

"Come on, captain, my defense is much stronger than yours. I won't be able to block
it."

"you…"

What else does Grote want to say, the breath is approaching.

Lu Yuan stopped talking to Grote any more, he turned his head back, his face was
serious, and he showed a bright smile.

He began to take out the potion and drank it.

Above the potency, the second-tier best defense amplifying potion, the second- tier
best power potion.

Then he took out the charm and started using it.



Charm of Savage Power, Charm of Steel Body.

He lost another electromagnetic restraint position in front of him.

After using all kinds of trump cards, Lu Yuan's body flashed with light, and a strange
blue stance appeared on the open space in front of him.

After using these things, Lu Yuan stopped.

He estimated in his heart, after all, there is no Tier 4 fierce beast, if he uses his current
strength to deal with these fierce beasts, this card is enough, and nothing else is needed.

Grote and the others behind Lu Yuan were wide-eyed, their mouths open, and their
faces were dumbfounded.

Yang Qiu grunted and swallowed:

"A Yuan... how come there are so many good things?!"

Other people's faces are also a little numb.

Tang Ji said something rare:

"Didn't A Yuan say it? Obtained it from El Mechanical Ruins before."

Yang Qiu nodded in a daze, "Oh."

Grot came back to his senses, UU Reading www.uukanshu.com still had some worries

on his face:

"Even with these things, can A Yuan block so many fierce beasts?"

That's a beast wave!

Thousands of fierce beasts!

When other people heard this, they were also nervous.

If Lu Yuan couldn't stop it, they would definitely be out of play.

Stasi said with a solemn expression:



"I will treat A Yuan well!"

The others glanced at each other, somewhat bitter.

They were blocked by Lu Yuan and couldn't even help.

At this moment, a fierce beast rushed out of the forest.

A huge black-scaled demon wolf roared toward their cave.
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